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Associating with coercivity of Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets, study of magnetic property of a grain-boundary 

(GB) phase attracts much attention in research fields of permanent magnets, especially in giving an answer to the 

question whether the GB phase is ferromagnetic or paramagnetic. Although the GB phase had been believed to 

be paramagnetic for a long time, the recent study by Sepehri-Amin et al. 1) showed convincing results indicating 

that the amorphous GB phase could be ferromagnetic judging from its composition between Fe and Nd. The 

further confirmation, however, is needed, because the magnetic moment of the GB phase hasn’t been determined 

as it is in the bulk magnet. In the present study, the GB phase exposed in the surface by means of the GB 

fracturing has been investigated by applying a soft X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) which becomes a 

surface sensitive magnetic probe using a total electron yield (TEY) method. The aim of our study is to determine 

magnetic moments of the GB phase directly in the fractured surface in order to clarify their magnetic orders.  

 A sintered magnet, Nd13.7Fe80.3Cu0.07B6, was vacuum-encapsulated and was annealed at 540 °C for an hour, 

and then, was quenched into water. Since the additive Cu segregates in the GB phase dominantly and almost no 

solid-solution in the main Nd2Fe14B phase 1), all-around coverage of the GB phase in the fractured surface was 

confirmed by observing a distribution of the Cu by means of Auger electron spectroscopy microscope. XMCD 

spectra at the Fe L2,3-edges were measured under magnetic fields of 1.9 T along an easy magnetization axis. 

X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) and the XMCD at 30 °C are shown in Fig. 1. XMCD spectra were analysed 

using magneto optical sum rule 2), and the Fe magnetic moment was obtained as 1.69 Fe
XMCD Bm  . The Fe

XMCDm  

was deconvoluted into magnetic moments of the GB phase ( Fe
GBm ) and the main Nd2Fe14B phase ( Fe

NFBm ) taking a 

probing depth of TEY ( 1.2 nme  3)) in to accounts, where 

2.27 Fe
NFB Bm  4) was also used. As the result of the analysis above, we 

have obtained 1.4 Fe
GB Bm   when the residual thickness of the GB 

phase is 1.5 nm in the fractured surface. The value of 1.4 Fe
GB Bm   

evidently suggests that the GB phase is ferromagnetic. Temperature 

dependence of Fe
GBm  has also confirmed the ferromagnetic character of 

the GB phase.  
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 Fig.1 XAS and XMCD spectra at the Fe 
L2,3-edges.  


